
 

RAD 330 

Please acknowledge procedure was followed correctly by checking each box as completed.   

Unheated Room – RAD is Empty 

 

□ Rinse out your RAD to get rid of any residual product: 
 
o Drop a garden hose in the tank using the hatch on top of the RAD and fill until the 

gauge reads ¼ full (about 100 gallons)  
o With the yellow lever in “CIRCULATE/OFF” position, run the RAD pump for about 10 

minutes.  This will circulate the water in the tank and agitate the product residue  
o After 10 minutes, turn the yellow lever to the “FILL/DISCHARGE” position and pump 

out the water.  If the water coming out is heavy and dark looking, repeat the process 
 

□ To prevent pipes and valves from freezing and cracking, add RV antifreeze to your RAD: 
o Add 2 gallons of RV antifreeze to the tank using the hatch located on top of the RAD 
o Run the pump on “CIRCULATE/OFF”  mode for a minute to make sure the anti-freeze circulates through all the 

RAD’s plumbing 
o Switch the pump to “FILL/DISCHARGE”  mode and once the antifreeze begins to discharge, turn off the pump 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

□ Unplug the compressor and the RAD  

□ If your RAD330 has an inductor: 

□ Disconnect all hoses and open all valves 

□ Drain pump by unscrewing the drain plug 

Unheated Room – RAD has Product  

 If possible, use product up for winterization 

□ Put heat tape on the discharge valve and the meter on top of your RAD330 

 If going to hibernate product please contact Chris Thompson at (484) 432-8468 

 

 

 

100  

gallons 

2 gallons 

Heat Tape 

Winterization Guide 



Holganix values the maintenance of its equipment while in the care of others, and it is expected that all 
equipment will receive appropriate attention. This form is to confirm that the necessary steps have been 
taken by the undersigned to ensure proper care has been given to Holganix refrigeration unit(s) in 
anticipation of the Winter season.  

After reviewing the Winterization instructions provided, please take the time to thoroughly prepare your 
Holganix RAD accordingly. Following the procedures will greatly reduce equipment-related issues and 
minimize delays when business operations resume next Season. 

The importance of preparing your RAD for the coming season cannot be emphasized enough. Please fill 
out and return this Form at your earliest convenience via email or mail. 

From the Holganix Team, 

Thank you for your support and cooperation! 

  

Signing this form acknowledges receipt & understanding of Loaner Agreement Disclosure below. 

Distributor: _____________________________________________     

Company Name: _____________________________________________     

Contact Name:  _____________________________________________      

Street:   _____________________________________________     

City,State, Zip:  _____________________________________________     

Phone Number: _____________________________________________     

Cell Phone:  _____________________________________________     

        

Unit:   ____________________________________________     

Holganix #:   ____________________________________________     

        

Customer Signature: ___________________________________________________     

Printed Name: ___________________________________________________     

Email:  ___________________________________________________     

Date Signed:  ___________________________________________________     

 
Loaner Agreement Disclosure: 

Normal wear and tear on the Refrigerator or Trailer is Holganix's responsibility. The Customer is responsible for the costs associated with the 
repair or replacement of a Holganix Refrigerator or Trailer if caused by other than normal wear and tear or lack of manufacturer 
recommended maintenance; these costs include delivery, setup and related taxes. If the Refrigerator or Trailer is not working properly, 
please contact Holganix for authorized repair. If an emergency occurs and Holganix cannot be reached in a time frame of 24 hours, 
Customer is allowed to seek local repair at a reasonable cost; which Holganix will reimburse through a future Product discount equal to the 
repair costs if determined by Holganix to have been caused by normal wear and tear. Loss of product is the responsibility of the Customer, 
but goodwill consideration will be reviewed on a case by case basis by Holganix. Proper maintenance includes regular cleaning of the 
refrigerator coils and keeping debris from collecting near the unit to allow proper air flow for cooling. The Trailer may only be relocated on the 
lot of address below. Customer may not move the Trailer on public roads. Relocation of the Refrigerator or Trailer from address noted below 
must be provided in writing to Holganix with a minimum of five business days prior to relocation noting the new location. 

If the unit is damaged or is unable to be returned by Customer to Holganix, normal wear and tear excepted, the Customer is responsible for 
paying the cost of replacing the unit at then current prices. For each full year of use 1/10th the cost of a new unit will be reduced; e.g. after 
five years a Customer only owes 50% for a new unit. The Customer will be invoiced by Holganix for this cost. A new unit will be supplied if 
the Customer remains in good standing in Holganix's sole judgment.  

Please fill out form regardless 

of date RAD was received to 

ensure up-to-date records 

 

 

 

Still have issues? E-mail: Service@Holganix.com 

Call: 866-563-2784 

 

Winterizing a Sprayer 
Click here 
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